Application of classical models of chirality to optical rectification.
Classical models of chirality are used to investigate the optical rectification effect in chiral molecular media. Calculation of the zero frequency first hyperpolarizabilities of chiral molecules with different structures is performed and applied to the derivation of a dc electric-dipole polarization. The expression of second-order nonlinear static-electric-dipole susceptibilities is obtained by theoretical derivation in the isotropic chiral thin films. The microscopic mechanism producing optical rectification is analyzed in view of this calculation. We find that optical rectification is derived from interaction between the electric field gradient (spatial dispersion) and chiral molecules in optically active liquids and solution by our calculation, which is consistent with the result given by Wozniak and Wagniere [Opt. Commun. 114, 131 (1995)]: The optical rectification depends on the fourth-order electric-dipole susceptibilities.